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Nilo Modular Sofa

Piergiorgio Cazzaniga

With an elegant and comfortable aesthetic, Nilo Modular Sofa is inspired 
by oriental culture and stands out for its iroko wood structure.  

Adopting a modular approach, it combines upholstered cushions with 
a wooden structure to create a unique proposal that highlights the natural 
and elegant beauty of the sofa. The iconic design of the wooden arms and 
the side table generate a visual game of transparencies, characterizing the 

collection and evidencing the detailed elaboration of the wood.

In summary, the Nilo sofa is distinguished by its modular design and 
the use of iroko wood in its structure, giving it an elegant appearance 

and functionality ideal for outdoors. The combination of materials, 
the meticulous woodwork and the arrangement of independent cushions make 

this sofa an attractive and versatile option for creating cozy outdoor spaces.

Due to its characteristics, the Nilo sofa is presented as a functional and 
versatile solution for outdoor spaces, whether public or private, without giving 

up its elegant aesthetics, which also makes it suitable for indoor use.

The modular sofa system offers versatility and multiple configuration options, 
allowing you to create personalized compositions that define and organize 

spaces.  It is available in different versions of armchair, 2-seater sofa 
and 3-seater sofa, as well as in a wide variety of modules with 30, 60 or 90 

degree curves, straight segments and chaise longue modules.
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Nilo is a modular sofa system that offers great versatility through different 
versions of straight terminal modules with wooden arm, intermediate, 

chaise longue , backless or corner seat and table seat. Its construction is based 
on a solid base of 100% FSC® iroko wood and a backrest structure of treated 

outdoor steel. The upholstered cushions stand out, generous and comfortable, 
visually connected to enhance the architectural effect. The distinctive arm, made 

up of wooden slats, adds character and functionality, allowing efficient water 
drainage. The detail of its sewing, with an elaborate box-shaped design and made 

of white thread, becomes an identifying sign of this collection.
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SF2390
Modular sofa with upholstered seat and backrest and 
structure and armrest (right side) in solid iroko wood.

SF2391
Modular corner sofa (left side) with upholstered seat 

and backrest and solid iroko wood structure.

SF2388
Modular Sofa with upholstered seat and backrest 

and solid iroko wood structure.

SF2389
Modular sofa with upholstered seat and backrest 

and structure and arm (left side) in solid iroko wood.
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Following the same construction philosophy of serial slats, the Nilo corner table 
provides functionality and a graphic character to angular sofa compositions. 

Available in corner table and square occasional table modules, 
as well as a C-shaped version for added versatility. This piece integrates perfectly 

into the modular design, offering flexible options to customize any space.
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RS2394
Upholstered footrest with solid iroko wood structure.

ME2395
 Iroko solid wood side table.

SF2392
 Modular corner sofa (right side) with upholstered 
seat and backrest and solid iroko wood structure.

SF2393
 Modular chaise lounge sofa with upholstered seat 

and backrest and solid iroko wooden structure.  
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